
OUTDOOR LIGHTING COLLECTION FROM ROYAL BOTANIA
At night, a property and its surroundings can take on a whole new look thanks to outdoor lighting. You can make your driveways and entrance paths more inviting to guests and 
less attractive to unwanted intruders. Parts of  your buildings, walls, trees and flowerbeds can be highlighted in subtle or more dynamic ways. 

WHY DO DISCERNING PEOPLE CHOOSE ROYAL BOTANIA? 

There are three main reasons: quality, harmony and design.

With the range of  lighting options from Royal Botania, you can make your statement with an aesthetic that speaks for you. Choose from our modern and traditional designs, all 
of  which are made from the finest and most durable materials, and incorporate the latest in lighting technology. Royal Botania premium outdoor lighting is beautiful, practical and 
flexible, with many of  our reading lamps and highlighting pieces being just as suitable for indoor use too. 
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All our models are made from the high-
est quality materials. Whether aluminum, 
glass, stainless steel or teak, every material 
used to make Royal Botania products is 
sourced for its purity, durability and per-
fect aesthetics.

But what makes some designs a cut above 
others? Is it to do with an eye for sym-
metry, scale and shapes? Is it to do with 
colors and curves and straight lines? Is 
it about simplicity and minimalism, and    
being influenced by the best of  the past to 
create something new? 

It is very hard to explain why Royal 
Botania designs work so well, but when 
you see them, you just know they do.

Best Regards,
Your Royal Botania Lighting Specialist:

Ilia Krokos

ILIA@ROYALBOTANIA.COM

WWW.ROYALBOTANIA.COM
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NOVELTIES 2016
2015 was a great year for Royal Botania. How are we planning to consolidate our position as a trendsetter for high end outdoor lighting in 2016? 

For the coming year, we introduce a very carefully-selected number of  new products. There are enhancements to existing collections, and a lot of  new ones too. In every case, 
we believe these are the items each devotee of  aesthetic refinement will want as soon as they see them.

MOSO UP OR DOWN 
CODE: MSOW

Porcelain, an ancient material, refined and produced with modern and sophisticated 
techniques. Although the origins of  porcelain go back hundreds of  years it’s still incredi- 
bly modern because of  the incomparable, timeless look. And even more importantly, 
porcelain remains stable in all temperatures, it’s extremely hard, wear-resistant and color- 
fast. The fact it does not age over the years and is electrically insulating means we have 
the perfect material for our new MOSO collection to be used indoors or outdoors. The 
standard included LED engine with a warm white light of  2700K and a light output 
of  450lm with the standard driver can shine in 2 directions, up and down. By using an 
optional driver you can generate a light output ranging between 350lm and 900lm. This 
allows to use MOSO in any application!

CONNECTION: 100-240V 50/60HZ

BEACON WALL   
CODE: BCNW

An unrivaled fusion of  premium teak 
wood with high quality porcelain! The 
Beacon wall will be your shining partner 
in the darkness. The standard included 
LED engine generates a warm white light 
of  2700K and a light output of  450lm 
with the standard driver. By using an               
optional driver you can generate a light 
output ranging between 350lm and 900lm.

CONNECTION: 100-240V 50/60HZ

BEACON
CODE: BCN

We complete the Beacon family with 
a nice bollard of  1,4m. The standard 
included LED engine with a warm white 
light of  2700K and a light output of  
450lm with the standard driver. By using 
an optional driver you can generate a light 
output ranging between 350lm and 900lm.

CONNECTION: 100-240V 50/60HZ

GLOW
CODE: GLW

A luxurious decorative floor lamp made 
of  white enameled aluminum, premium 
teak wood and a polyethylene diffuser 
cap. A match for endless applications: 
from your terrace, pool house, restaurant 
or garden to your own living room. And 
with a LED engine of  700lm and a warm 
white color of  2700K with included driver 
this masterpiece is extremely economical.

CONNECTION: 100-240V 50/60HZ

MOSO ALU   
CODE: MSOG

Extravagant by its size, self-conscious by 
its choice of  color, but for sure a highly 
flexible spotlight. MOSO can give your 
tree a surprising silhouette, highlight your 
billboard or strengthen your artwork. The 
MOSO ALU is adaptable, and the focus 
of  the beam can be adjusted at any time. 
Its light output is 900lm with a warm 
white color of  2700K (driver included).
 
CONNECTION: 100-240V 50/60HZ

BULLET ANTIQUE BRASS WITH LED   
CODE: BLTLA

Our well-known and praised zinc Bullet is now also available in antique brass and fully 
equipped with an efficient LED engine! Not only for classic environments but also the 
right choice for modern-looking gardens. A real passe-partout! The LED engine generates 
450lm and 2700K warm white and  got a 40° light beam to highlight the perfect spot in your 
garden. The waterproof  (IP68) driver have to be connected with our LEDCONKIT.

NON
CODE: NON

Discreet, reflective and a real mirage! A magical mirror frame with a surprising colored 
(red or gold) and adjustable inner part with a LED engine which generates 450lm and 
2700K warm white and it  has got a 40° light beam with the standard driver.

NON SIDE
CODE: NONS

With the same characteristics and look as the NON is this bollard a unique appearance 
in your garden. The LED engine generates a lightoutput of  350lm with 2900K with the 
included driver.

NEW COLOR FOR CLUB AND WITH LED   
CODE: CLBLA

The beautiful CLUB lamp is perfect for creating a welcoming, relaxing atmosphere on your 
terrace or living area. New for this year is the amber-colored cap with LED to create a warm, 
positive feeling of  happiness for all your guests. The LED engine generates 700lm and 
provides a very warm white color with the included driver.

CLOCHE WALL    
CODE: CLCW

The combination of  premium teak wood, 
handmade glassware and an energy-ef-
ficient LED lamp is the premise of  this 
new creation; a -versatile modern and clas-
sic wall lamp in one- is the result. Applica-
tions abound, from the front door to the 
entrance hall, in order to proceed to the 
living room and move on to the terrace to 
arrive at your wooden outhouse with your 
precious oldtimers, CLOCHE is a perfect 
match on each type of  wall or material.
Easy to connect directly to the power grid 
and you’ll be charmed by the warm color 
of  2200K and a light output of  300lm of  
the LED Bulb

TESLA CEILING
CODE: TSLC

Relaxing with a good book during a 
warm summer evening under your patio 
is for many people the best cure for daily 
stress…from now on you can enjoy even 
longer and in style with this elegant ceiling 
creation. The handmade glasswork and the 
energy-efficient LED bulb have already 
proven their success. Also easy to con-
nect directly to the power grid to have 
a light output of  300lm and 2200K.

TESLA WALL
CODE: TSLW

Tesla wall is an essential family member 
that will help to make your project com-
plete. It has the same DNA as the Tesla 
ceiling: a combination of  black-coated 
aluminum and handcrafted glass with a 
warm colored LED bulb. A winning team!
Easy to connect directly to the power 
grid to have a light output of  300lm and 
2200K.

CODE: LED230V

This new LED insert can be applied by 
already installed E27 bollards and floor 
lamps. Easy to connect directly to the 
power grid with a light output of  400lm 
and a color temperature of  3000K. For 
our contemporary collections you can 
optionally order this  new LED module.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Have you ever thought about how Royal Botania products are made and why we choose 
certain materials? Here is a look at how we are making a new lamp design in porcelain.

WHY PORCELAIN?
The origins of  porcelain go back hundreds of  years, and yet it is also an incredibly 
modern material because of  the incomparable, timeless look it can achieve and 
because of  the fact that it is not damaging to the environment. There are so many 
properties of  porcelain that offer real advantages. For example, it remains stable 
in a range of  temperatures. From the cold of  a Scandinavian winter to the heat 
of  the day in the Gulf  States, porcelain retains its appearance and strength. It is 
extremely hard, wear-resistant and colorfast. The fact it does not age over the 
years makes it a very good long-term purchase. Add the fact that it is electrically 
insulating and you have the perfect material for a lamp to be used indoors or outdoors.

DECORATIVE LIGHTS

1. 60T - REF: 60T   •   2. PARKER FLOOD - REF: PRKF   •   3. 3D - REF: 3D   •   4. CLUB - REF: CLB   •   5. SPIKY LOUNGE - REF: SPKL
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We think you will agree, each of  these 
lights brings patio, garden and poolside 
areas to life in a distinctive way. They 
are also highly practical, allowing you to 
relax, read or socialise long after dusk on a 
spring or summer evening.

Choose from the striking statement of  the 
60T suite or the slim, black minimalism  
of  Spiky Lounge. Parker Flood brings a 
desktop aesthetic to outdoor lighting, 
while 3D could offer table illumination. 
All of  these models work just as beautiful-
ly indoors. Meanwhile, the Club lanterns 
provide the perfect finishing touch to any 
outdoor area.

NATURAL MATERIALS
Porcelain is made from natural raw materials: kaolin clay, feldspar and quartz. Because 
porcelain lasts so long, it does not have the high waste turnover of  cheaper materials. It 
is inert and therefore will not release any pollutants into the environment upon disposal.

100% RECYCLABLE
None of  the material used in the porcelain process is wasted. Surplus material can be 
reprocessed and put back into the production cycle. Even after firing, any unwanted 
porcelain can be ground down and used in the refractory linings of  kilns.  It is therefore
100% recyclable.

SUSTAINABILITY
Porcelain is not only ecologically sound as a material: the production process is highly 
energy efficient due to the use of  solar panels and the recuperation of  the heat from 
the ovens.

THE PRODUCTION PROCESS IS BASED ON MOLD CASTING:

1) The casting clay is poured into the plaster mold.
2) As the moisture is absorbed into the plaster, a wall thickness arises (the longer you 
wait, the thicker it gets)
3) A drying process is applied until the formed item can be removed from the mold 
easily.
4) Extra drying
5) Additional adaptations are made if  necessary (for example providing some slips or 
holes)
6) The item is baked at 600 - 650°C
7) The enamel outer coating is applied
8) Glaze-firing in the kiln at 1300 - 1350°C
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WALL LIGHTS

BOLLARDS
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Wall-mounted lighting has a number of  uses, from security to aesthetic highlighting. Well-chosen, strategically placed lighting on the sides of  your house and walls brings your  
garden to life after the sun has gone down. The Royal Botania range of  wall-mounted lights has something to complement your walls, be they brick, plaster or wood-covered, and 
in a range of  colours. The Beamy, Log, Omega, Parker and Prato suites each makes a statement of  its own. Which is the one for you?
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Illuminate the entrances and pathways of  
your home on dark winter evenings and 
late summer nights with the Bollard range 
from Royal Botania. Each of  these dis-
tinctive pieces is made from the highest 
quality materials and designed to provide 
a bright yet warm lighting experience.

From the snaking, stylish lines of  Co-
bra to the sharply defined Bullet and the 
warm, wood aesthetic of  Logg, there is 
something here for everyone. The Beamy 
suite of  downward lighting lends itself  
to pillar mounting, and the Q-Bic mod-
els allow superb flexibility. For low level, 
minimalist highlighting there is the Spiky 
Ground range.

1. BEAMY WALL - REF: BMYW220   •   2. LOG WALL - REF: LOGW   •   3. OMEGA - REF: OMG2D220EP   •   4. PARKER WALL - REF: PRKW   •   5. PRATO WALL ANTRACITE - REF: PRTWA

1. COBRA - REF: CBR605   •   2. BULLET - REF: BLTG220   •   3. LOG - REF: LOG70   •   4. BEAMY - REF: BMY100220 

5. Q-BIC - REF: QB602D220EP   •   6. SPIKY GROUND - REF: SPKG
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DOME 
COLLECTION
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1. DOME GATE - REF: DOMEGTBCL   •   2. DOME SMALL - REF: DOMESWSM   •   3. DOME MOVE - REF: DOMEMWCL   •   4. DOME CEILING - REF: 

DOMECSBCL   •   5. DOME FLOOR - REF: DOMEFWCL   •   6. DOME WALL - REF: DOMEWBCL

PURSUE PERFECTION!  

Ornamental aluminum, coated in white or 
black and a hand made glass cylinder at 
the heart of  the design are the ingredients 
that make the Dome collection unique and 
irresistible. With 3 varieties of  coloured 
glass (clear, smoked, amber) you’re able 
to create the perfect atmosphere. No time 
to waste because for each application we 
have the matching model!


